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McAvoy

The crazy carnival ride that we all climbed onto whether we wanted to or
not last May is finally drawing to a close. Thank God!
I can relate to this on a personal scale as this grand fire trine began on
May 10 and my carnival ride began exactly the same day, a couple days
before Mother's Day. While others love these rides, I never have and
especially not when it seems to be upsetting my applecart at every turn!
The aspect that I refer to is the grand fire trine of Saturn in Sagittarius
(never a good fit) trine Uranus in Aries (can you say crazy on a stick?)
trine the north node in Leo. The north node placement shows where we
need to dig in and find our spiritual base and work through karmic
issues. Any trine having to do with the fire signs is going to be right up
in your face anyway. It simply will not be ignored or denied. I am
relieved we are looking at the back side of this thing, and will see it
somewhat dissolve after November 17. ( I say somewhat because Saturn
and Uranus, whose trine was exact on November 11, will continue their
trine for awhile yet.) Trines usually are very positive things, especially
grand trines. This one was just a little too jacked up on Red Bull for my
taste.
Things fall back on November 5, when we turn our clocks back and
acknowledge the season of longer winter days has arrived.
Venus (planet of love) in Scorpio will be conjunct (intensity) Jupiter (big
happy planet) in Scorpio from November 11-16. This is exact (and most
powerful) on November 16. Those of you who are unattached may
suddenly be stricken by Cupid's bow, or should I say
Cupid's supercharged crossbow! You may feel like you were just run over
by a steam roller (but in a good way.) So , if you are single and looking,
make sure you are out and about and visible during those days! Look
your best!
A water trine comes into effect between Jupiter in Scorpio (big intensity)
trine Neptune in Pisces (dreams) on November 21 through the end of the
month. This is the time it is ok to dream those big dreams then begin to
make plans to bring them into reality.

Thanksgiving week also brings the Sun back into happy go lucky
Sagittarius, and opens the door to the holiday season on November 21.
Neptune shifts back into direct mode on November 22 and the week
rounds out with a trine between Mercury (communications) in
Sagittarius and Uranus (unexpected events) in Aries. Keep your eyes
and ears open for those unexpected (but pleasant!) communications to
come your way!
Saturn will be moving our of Sagittarius and into Capricorn in mid
December for a long stay, and I'll be discussing that next month.
As always, take what you need and leave the rest. Aynne McAvoy is
a psychic astrologer in Palm Coast, Florida. Her new book has been
released, in both paperback and in kindle Just Who Are THEY
Anyway? This is book one of her experiences with the angels since she
was very young. Check Amazon.com for YOUR copy!!** Currently FREE
with Kindle Unlimited!'
Friend her on Facebook (Aynne McAvoy of Golden Trines) or check out
her web site at (http://www.goldentrines.com) . You can also contact
her at CAT9201@aol.com_ or call 315-481-9073 for a personal phone
or video consultation with her. Aynne has been a professional
psychic astrologer for 27 years.

